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 Global mixture model: subjects are allocated to the
same mixture component index for all of their

parameters.

Consider the functional data analysis problem:



As the dimension of random

effects vector increases, it is

increasingly unlikely that two

subjects are similar with respect to

all the elements of their random

effects vectors. Hence, global

mixture models will either allocate

subjects to many clusters, leading

to an inefficient characterization of

the data, or will inappropriately

cluster subjects that are similar at

most locations, obscuring local

differences.

 Such a global mixture model has some distinct

disadvantages when is high dimensional.

An example of modeling PdG (a metabolite of progesterone) in early

pregnancy:



 Local mixture model

 Dirichlet process (DP) prior 



 Matrix stick-breaking process (MSBP) and local
partition process (LPP): assume an exchangeable
dependence structure of the infinite mixture weight
vector.

 This article proposes a kernel partition process (KPP)
prior for , which not only has the local mixture form,
but also imposes the spatial contiguity.





The KPP has advantages over the LPP in terms of allowing inclusion of

spatial dependence, which can lead to substantial improvements in

interpolations and predictions.



 Chinese restaurant process (CRP)

 Ordered CRP (oCRP): the tables are indexed not by the order

in which they are occupied but by the order of the components in

the stick-breaking representation.



 KPP prior with oCRP explanation:





 Proposition 1

 Proposition 2



 Special Cases
◦ Extreme Case 1:

◦ Extreme Case 2: 

independent Dirichlet process

global Dirichlet process (DP) 



Author proposed a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm, which is a hybrid of data augmentation, the
exact block Gibbs sampler and Metropolis sampling.

 Data augmentation approach:



 Metropolis approach:

 Exact block Gibbs sampler approach:

Other variables can be readily sampled from the corresponding

full conditional posteriors.





Results for simulation

example. The upper 8

plots are for subjects

having observations

distributed randomly in

[0,1], while the lower 8

plots are for subjects

having no observations

in [2/3,1]. The solid lines

are posterior mean

curves, dashed lines are

95% pointwise credible

intervals, and dotted

lines are true curves. The

average mean square

error is 0.156 via KPP;

while that via LPP is

0.183.



Log(PdG) data and KPP-

based function estimates

for 16 randomly selected

women. The data points

are marked with “x”, the

posterior means are solid

lines, and 95% credible

intervals are dashed lines.



There is a small but notable improvement in using the KPP prior for the

hormone dataset instead of the LPP prior. The improvement is not

attributable to over-fitting, as it is clear that a very sparse representation of

the data is obtained in examining the estimated parameters in Table 1.



Out-of-sample predictive performance. The last 5 log(PdG) observations for 50

women randomly selected from those with 10 or more observations were held

out.

KPP: The correlation between the true

and predicted values was 0.866 and

the mean square predictive error was

2.05.

LPP: The correlation between the

true and predicted values was

0.795 and the mean square

predictive error was 2.34.



 This article has proposed a new nonparametric
Bayes prior for unknown random effects
distributions, allowing for flexible local borrowing
of information across subjects through dependent
local partitioning.

 In addition to sparse characterization of unknown
random effects distributions, there are clear
applications of the KPP to multiple changepoint
detection and image segmentation.


